
Aspect Oriented Programming

Apologies, this lecture has now been rescheduled for week 12 of next
term!



Data Structures Built upon Hashtables

In week’s 8 and 9, we studied Hashtables as a fundamental data
structure.

This week, we shall look at a number of data structures that may be
built up from hashtables.



Sets

A set (like a lista) is a collection of things (ie. Objects).

However, unlike a list:

• the order of elements within the set is unimportant (ie.
commutativity of members)

• an element can only appear once within a set (ie. no duplications
are allowed).

aRecall, that in Java lists may implemented as Vector’s or LinkedLists.



Sets are collections of data, but hashtables require keys and data values.

What happens when the hashtables key and data value are the same?

We have a set data structure:

• hashtables store data uniquely against their keys. So this ensures
that a data element will appear at most once in our set data
structure.

• hashtables do not rely on the order in which key/data pairs have
been inserted into them!



JDK Set Libraries

JDK provides use with the following set related utilities:

• an interface class called Set

• an implementation of this interface based on hashtables called
HashSet



Maps

A map is an association of data against a key.

However, a given key can only be associated with at most one data
value.

Implementing map’s is easy:

• they are hashtables, with slightly different method interfaces!

For example, you may apply a map to a key and get it to return the
data stored against the key. However, if the key is not in the map, then
an exception should be thrown.



An Example

Here is a representation of a map (keys are integer arrays and data is
stored as a string):

{ new int[]{ 2, 3, 0, 0 } 7→ ”carl”, new int[]{ 9, 9, 9 } 7→ ”devil”,

new int[]{ 6, 9 } 7→ ”diva”}

This map could model associating a name with a telephone number - it’s
the sort of data structure hell’s directory enquiry service might want.

When we apply this map to the key new int[]{ 9, 9, 9 } then we get the
value ”devil” returned.

However, applying this map to the key new int[]{ 1, 2 } causes an
exception to be generated (this key is not present within the map!).



JDK Map Libraries

JDK provides use with the following map related utilities:

• an interface class call Map

• an implementation of this interface based on hashtables called
HashMap



Data Conversion

We are used to converting data from one representation to another in
everyday life:

• imperial to metric

• GMT time to seconds since the Unix epoch

• roman numerals to decimal

• etc.



The original data representation has been chosen since it made sense to
someone else:

• imperial was based upon the dimensions of the ruling monarch!

• GMT time is easier for humans to comprehend and work with than
seconds.

• roman numerals are easy to scribe on clay and wax tablets with
straight edged tools.



However, by performing these conversions, it makes certain calculations
easier:

• many calculations in imperial are considerably harder, due to the
unit system employed. In a metric system, the units scale in a
manner consistent with the underlying arithmetic system that our
calculations must use.

• advancing a GMT time by 105 minutes is harder than advancing a
seconds count by 105× 60 seconds.

• with roman numerals, division requires a PhD! However, converting
to decimal greatly simplifies the task.



The same is true of the many data structures we encounter when we
wish to program, particularly when we work on large projects.

The original data structure may well have been chosen since:

• it made sense to someone else

• or made their implementation activity easier.

Because of this, it doesn’t necessarily mean our implementation activity
will be made easier!

As a result, we need to be prepared to alter data representations as and
when we feel it is required.



Assignment Tree Data Structures

On the assignment, it is necessary for us to take a tree data structure
(cf. Question1 implementations) and determine the reference counts (cf.
Question2 implementations) for each node within the tree data
structure.

The data structure we are given has been chosen since:

• it is a natural one for drawing trees

• when we parse HTML or XML documents, the tree representation
we generate is close to the given data structure.



However, in determining the reference counts for the tree, we need to
first know what nodes (ie. TreeNode instances) are in our tree. Without
altering our data representation, this means we need to:

• first search the entire tree before we may know what nodes are
contained within it!

Notice that with the week 10 and 11 tree data structures, we just
needed to determine the length of an array in order to determine this
information!

This means we need to alter our tree data structure in order to make it
easier to implement our reference counting topological sort (as required
by question 2 of the coursework).



An Efficiency Concern

In performing our topological sorting algorithm, we shall need to
frequently access the data held within the nodes of our trees. But our
given tree data structure is a linked data structure.

We saw in week 8 how such data structures do not have a constant time
access property.

Hence, the choice of data structure itself has a major impact on the
efficiency of our implemented algorithm. For this reason alone, we need
to translate our original tree data structure so that is based upon a
hashtable (eg. a Map data structure, as in question 2).



Finally

Have a Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year (hic!)


